Aries Systems and HighWire Press announce data partnership to deliver
faster insights with Impact Vizor
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

July 4, 2017, Los Gatos, Calif – Aries Systems and HighWire Press announce a data partnership to
help publishers assess their manuscript pipeline, editorial policies, and strategic plans. Publishers
using Aries’ Editorial Manager® Enterprise Analytics Reporting tool now benefit from an automated
data export to Impact Vizor, HighWire’s data visualization platform for editorial and business
analytics. Aries has created a short video illustrating how simple it is to refresh article submission
and decision data to Impact Vizor for the most up to date analysis.
“Predicting and evaluating article level impact is increasingly important to publishers. This data
sharing partnership offers publishers new insight into the post-decision lives of articles using
Impact Vizor,” said Alison O’Connell, Marketing Manager at Aries Systems.
The Rejected Article Tracker within Impact Vizor lets publishers compare article citation rates for
published and rejected articles that are later published elsewhere. Publishers have used Impact
Vizor to evaluate how well peer review practices help editors identify significant research. A
publisher found that articles which require a higher level of effort during peer review can generate
at least as many citations, and sometimes more, than the average cites per article for the
publication.
“We are delighted to partner with Aries so that Editorial Manager can offer an easy and efficient
way to update Impact Vizor, tailored to each publisher’s existing editorial workflows and data
structures,” commented Dan Filby, CEO at HighWire Press. “Publishers tell us Impact Vizor helps
them evaluate their manuscript pipeline to inform strategic plans, such as launching new journals.”
#ENDS
Video
To see how Editorial Manager data can be shared with Impact Vizor, watch this short video
overview: http://www.ariessys.com/impactvizor
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HighWire Press, Inc. offers essential online publishing solutions to develop and deliver research
publications and online learning products for academic and research communities. With offices in
the US and the UK, HighWire provides strategic consulting, professional services and innovative
open platform technologies to publishers and professional associations around the world.
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Aries Systems transforms the way scholarly publishers bring high-value content to the world. The
company’s innovative and forward-looking workflow solutions manage the complexities of modern
print and electronic publishing—from submission, to editorial management and peer review, to
production tracking and publishing channel distribution. As the publishing environment evolves,
Aries Systems is committed to delivering solutions that help publishers and scholars enhance the
discovery and dissemination of human knowledge. Publish faster, publish smarter, with Aries
Systems. Follow Aries on Twitter: @AriesMarketing. Visit the Aries Video Library at
www.ariessys.com/video-library
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